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Abstract: 
For the past many years, packaging have been designed just to preserve food items and to catch the attention of the customers 
by concentrating on the design rather than making it easy to open. But now companies like Tetra Pak are focusing on the 
flexibility of packaging design by making it user friendly without compromising the design quality. 

To predict the overall opening performance, it is required to understand the general mechanical and fracture behavior of a 
material. This thesis project focused on the study of two polymer materials, Poly Propylene (PP) and High Density Poly 
Ethylene (HDPE) which are used to manufacture screw caps of the food packaging. Further fracture study will enable to 
understand how the material will behave under shear opening.  

Physical experiments were performed on both materials for finding Tensile and Shear properties of the material. Dog bone 
shape for the case of continuum, 1mm and 2mm centered crack have been tested under Mode I loading, and tensile material 
model for Abaqus was constructed. Properties i.e. fracture toughness and energy release rate was determined for both of the 
materials by using Modified Strip Yield Model (MSYM). Whereas specially designed shear specimen has been loaded under 
Mode II to construct shear material model for simulation. 

Finally numerical simulation results have been validated against physical results of torque opening of screw cap which 
fracture under Mixed Mode (Tensile and Shear) with the aim of replacing experimentation by simulation. The results were 
compared for both materials and more favorable material for screw cap production was determined. 

Keywords: 
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Notation 

A  Area       [ ]   

a  Crack length      [m]  

E       [MPa] 

G  Energy Release rate     [ ] 

h  Height       [m] 

   Stress Intensity Factor  mode I   [MPa ] 

        Fracture Toughness mode I    [MPa ] 

   Stress Intensity Factor  mode II   [MPa ] 

       Fracture Toughness mode II    [MPa ] 

P  Load       [N] 

W  Half of the width     [m] 

    Function of Specimen geometry correction factor    

     Stress       [MPa] 

     Stress at Break     [MPa] 

     Stress at Fracture      [MPa] 

  Strain 

  Shear Stress      [MP
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
For the past many years, packaging has been designed generally just to preserve food items 

and to catch the attention of the consumers by more concentrating on the design of the 

package rather than looking at the ease of opening. According to a survey conducted by 

consumer magazine, about 99% people reported that the packaging opening has become more 

difficult to open in last 10 years. [1] 

 

Figure 1.1: Tetra Pak package 

But recently the focus has been shifted towards producing consumer friendly food packaging. 

TetraPak, a pioneer in the food packaging industry, is constantly focusing to make it more 

user friendly. In a generic opening concept, the goal is to break (failure initiation) the 

packaging material structure and afterwards control the opening mechanism (failure 

propagation). The opening mechanism is a rather complex phenomenon, where certainly a 

mixed failure mode occurs. Therefore, the first step is to separate three different modes of 

fracture, Mode I (Opening), II (Shearing) and III (Tearing).  

Today the possible opening solutions are tested in the lab by making a physical modal and 

doing the experimental tests which are not only costly but also demand much time to develop 

a new opening solution. Simulation software i.e. ABAQUS can solve these problems, where 
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a new idea and product proposal can be checked on early stages without developing a 

physical prototype. By doing more tests virtually, it is possible to look at different aspects of 

the product design, and can lead to faster product development. 

1.2 Specified purpose and aim of the work 
The objective of this dissertation is to optimize and analyze screw cap opening of the 

TetraPak products. Screw caps are majorly made of two materials, Polypropylene (PP) and 

high density polyethylene (HDPE).  Generally each cap is joined with the lower part of the 

bottle with equally distributed similar eight joints.  During fracture, each joint experiences 

both tensile and shear loading. So tensile testing on dog bone shape test specimen for both PP 

and HDPE have been performed to determine tensile material modal for numerical simulation 

whereas specially designed shear test specimen was used to construct shear material modal in 

Abaqus. In this study, the focus was to determine the amount of torque required to open the 

package for both PP and HDPE material. Quantitative comparison has been done between the 

efforts required for opening screw caps of these two materials with same dimension.      

Aim of this thesis project was to answer the following three research questions; 

1. What is a better Material (HDPE/PP) for Manufacturing Screw Cap of Packaging? 

2. How to Design Test Specimen and Experimental Procedure for Finding Shear 

Fracture Properties by  Using Tensile Test Machine? 

3. What is the Finite Element Modeling Strategy for Mixed (Tensile & Shear) Mode of 

Fracture? 

1.3 Contribution to product development 
In recent history of packaging industry, constitutive modeling of material behavior has 

become very popular to predict the failure and to optimize the design when load is applied for 

opening[3].   

This thesis project will contribute towards developing material modals for both PP and 

HDPE, which can be further used for testing screw cap and joints of different dimensions for 

these materials as well as other appliance made of PP and HDPE. Design of experiment 

(DOE) technique will be applied to extract material properties by physical testing which will 

be used to develop a virtual simulation in ABAQUS. This approach developed in this thesis, 

can be further used for design of new materials. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1. Fundamental concepts of Fracture Mechanics 
Fracture Mechanics is a sub-division of solid mechanics which deals with crack initiation and 

crack propagation in mechanical object. Analytical and experimental solid mechanics are 

used in this field to calculate applied force and material behavior and its resistance to 

fracture[4]. Structure and other material components sometimes fail or do not function as 

predicted, causing damage to property and human life. This uncertainty rises from cracks 

incorporated within the structure. So to predict practical behavior of structures, fracture 

mechanics is being widely applied in mechanical design since the 2nd half of the last century. 

Fracture mechanics is very effective tool for structural failure analysis. It quantifies the 

critical relationship between stress, flaw size and fracture toughness.  

The deformation and amount of stresses in the material depend upon how the structure is 

loaded. Irwin and Williams identified three modes in which a cracked body could be 

loaded.[5] 

Mode I:  The crack is opened so that the crack surfaces are separated from each other and the 

applied force is perpendicular to the crack surface. (See figure 2.1) 

 

Figure 2.1: Crack loaded in Mode I or opening [5] 

 

Mode II: The Crack is sheared in the plane of crack, so that the crack surfaces moves relative 

to each other in shear in x direction. (See figure 2.2) 
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Figure 2.2: Crack loaded in Mode II or shearing [5] 

 

 

Mode III: the crack is sheared in the plane of crack so that the crack surfaces move relative 

to each other in shear in the z direction. (See figure 2.3) 

 

Figure 2.3: Crack loaded in Mode III or Tearing [5] 

  

 

2.2 Traditional Approaches towards fracture mechanics 
The traditional approach to predict fracture toughness of a material is mainly focused and 

limited to fracture initiation stage. The basic theory which is used to predict the material 

behavior under loading is Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM).  

LEFM is a methodology to study fractured specimen, mainly to calculate and predict fracture 

toughness of a material. It assumes that the material is isotropic and linearly elastic. Based on 

these assumptions, the stress field near the crack tip is calculated using the theory of 

elasticity. [6] 
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Fracture toughness is a resistance of a material to failure when load is applied, and it depends 

upon geometry of the specimen and loading conditions.[7] When the stress intensity factor 

near the crack tip exceeds the material fracture toughness, the crack will start to propagate. In 

LEFM most formulas are derived for either plane stresses or plane strains, associated with the 

three basic modes of loadings on a cracked body i.e. opening (Mode 1), sliding (Mode 2), and 

tearing (Mode 3). Again, LEFM is valid only when the inelastic deformation is small 

compared to the size of the crack, which is called small-scale yielding. If large zones of 

plastic deformation develop before the crack grows, Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics 

(EPFM) must be used. 

In LEFM, Stresses around the crack can be expressed by the following formula;[8] 

        

 (2.1) 

Where  is the stress at angle  from the crack plane, r is the distance from the crack tip, K 

is the stress intensity factor and is known as angular function. The stress intensity factor K 

is a proportionality constant, which measures the severity of the stresses at the crack tip. If 

the value of K is doubled, the stresses at a given r and  also double. (See figure 2.4) 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic stress distributions ahead of a crack in an elastic material 
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When stress intensity factor K is greater or equal to a threshold value , the crack starts to 

propagate. The following formula gives the limiting value of stress at the onset of crack 

propagation. 

         (2.2) 

Here  is the correction factor which depends upon crack length (a) and width (w) of the 

specimen.  

In LEFM, mode of crack development is mainly depend upon the values of tensile strength 

( ) and shear strength ( )[9]. If  (ratio of maximum tensile stress to the maximum shear 

stress) for a given loading conditions is higher than  (ratio of tensile strength to shear 

strength of the material), the crack growth should be in Mode I [10], or vice versa. In other 

words following conditions should meet for a crack to develop in Mode I. 

         (2.3) 

For a crack to grow in Mode II, following condition should be satisfied. 

         (2.4) 

If a stress intensity solution of a particular structure is known, fracture behavior of this 

structure can be easily predicted with the help of small scale laboratory test specimen, 

considering that both the specimen and structure will behave in a linear elastic manner. 

Although the specimen and structure may be of vastly different size and shape, the crack tip 

conditions are identical as long as both configurations are loaded to the same  value. That 

is a simple tensile test can predict the onset of yielding in a complex structure, given an 

appropriate stress analysis of the structure. 

According to Irwin[11] for linear elastic material energy release rate (G) and stress intensity 

factor  can be relate by a simple mathematical relationship. 

          (2.5) 
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Where   for plain stress. The 

stress intensity approach to LEFM is more common than the energy approach. The energy 

approach however does have merit in some situation. In addition G is more convenient than 

K in mixed mode problems because G components are additive; 

+        (2.6) 

While; 

+        (2.7) 

The assumption to apply the above analysis is that, material is strictly isotropic in behavior.  

2.3 Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM) 
Elastic Plastic fracture mechanics can be applied to find material properties when, material 

exhibit time independent plastic deformation. Irwin[11] proposed simple plastic zone 

correction to the stress intensity factor. An alternate corrections were developed by 

Dugdale[12] and Barenblatt[13].  

In elastic plastic materials, there are two elastic plastic parameters which describes crack tip 

conditions which are; 

 Crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) 

 J Contour integral 

2.3.1 Crack tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) 

Crack tip opening displacement, first truly elastic plastic fracture parameter was developed in 

1961 by Well [14]. In the late 1950s, during the attempt to apply Irwin stress intensity 

concept to measure the fracture toughness of a material, Wells noticed that these materials 

exhibits a high degree of plastic deformation prior to fracture. He added credibility to CTOD 

as fracture mechanics parameter by demonstrating a relationship between   and CTOD for 

plane stress small scale yielding conditions. 

           (2.8) 

Where  is CTOD.  
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The amount of crack tip opening is directly proportional to the fracture toughness of the 

material. There are two definitions of CTOD[15].  

1. The opening displacement of the original crack tip. 

 

 

Figure 2.5:  Crack Tip 

2. The displacement at the intersection of a 90 degree vertex with the crack flanks. 

         

Figure 2.6: Crack Tip Opening 

Eq (3.8) can be expressed for both elastic and plastic materials as under; 

         (2.9) 

Where CTOD is for elastic portion and  is CTOD for plastic portion. It can also be 

written as; 

        (2.10) 

For typical material, plastic rotational factor  is 0.44 

2.3.2 J contour Integral 

Usually it is more difficult to solve problem which involves plastic theory than elastic theory. 

When a material deform elastically, it is easy to determine its current stress from current 

strain and otherwise. But this is not a case in plastic deformation. Material response to plastic 
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deformation is history dependant and J contour integral is used to calculate the strain energy 

release rate or work per unit fracture in a material. Rice[16] utilized a nonlinear elastic 

material assumption to derive the J contour integral, a parameter which describes conditions 

near the crack tip.  

The J integral is obtained by integrating the following expression along an arbitrary path 

around the crack tip. (See figure 2.7) 

 

Figure 2.7: Non linear elastic body containing a crack 

 

                                                                                           (2.11) 

Where  is the path of integration, w is the strain energy density, T is the traction vector,  is 

the displacement vector and ds is an increment along . 

The j integral can also be defined as nonlinear elastic energy release rate; 

          (2.12) 

Where U is the strain energy per unit thickness and  is the displacement in the loading 

direction. 

2.4 Modified Strip Yield Modal (MSYM) 
The strip yield modal is used to find plastic zone size and crack surface displacement by 

using superposition method[17]. The modal was first proposed by Dugdale and Barenblatt. 

The model consists of three regions (see figure 2.8); 
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1) A linear elastic region containing an imaginary crack of half length. 

2) Plastic region ahead of physical crack length. 

3) A residual plastic deformation region along the crack surface 

 

Figure 2.8: Schematic of the Modified Strip Yield Model showing all three regions 

and maximum, minimum stresses plot [18] 

 

 

The crack tip opening displacement ( ) and length of plastic zone ( ) at initiation of 

crack growth is given by [19]: 

        (2.13) 

        (2.14) 

Where  is the uniaxial stress perpendicular to the crack plane. 
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2.5 Simple Shear Tests 

Simple shear tests is described by the deformation gradient 

 

Where  is the shear strain. For this deformation  

 

 

Figure 2.9: A schematic illustration of simple shear deformation 

 

The nominal shear stress  is; 

     

 (2.15) 

Where  is the principle stretch in the plane of shearing, related to shear strain  by 

        

 (2.16) 
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The stretch in the direction perpendicular to the shear plane is . The transverse 

(tensile) stress , developed during simple shear deformation due to the pointing effect, is 

            

 (2.17) 

2.6 Fracture Toughness 
 

Fracture toughness is the ability of a material to resist failure, which depends upon the 

material thickness for a particular material. One of assumptions in fracture mechanics is that 

fracture toughness is independent of size and geometry of cracked body [5]. 

As it has already been discussed that fracture toughness depends upon material thickness and 

specimen with different thickness will produce different values of fracture toughness until the 

thickness exceeds some critical value. After this fracture toughness will be independent of 

material thickness. (See figure 2.10). 

 

Figure 2.10: Relation of Fracture toughness with material thickness [7] 
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Fracture toughness can be computed by the following formula; 

        

 (2.18) 

Where  is the remote stress and can be calculated experimentally,  is the geometry 

correction factor, a, is half crack length and W is the half specimen width. Geometry 

correction factor can be computed by equation 2.19. 

       

 (2.19) 
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Chapter 3 Experimental Work 
 

3.1 Background: 
Two categories of tests have been conducted in this experiment i.e. tensile and shear tests. 

Tensile testing is commonly used to choose material for an application, quality control and to 

predict material behavior under uniaxial tension. Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS), maximum 

elongation and reduction in area are the properties which can be directly measured by tensile 

strain hardening characteristics can also be determined by tensile testing. 

Shear tests The objective of these 

tests were to observe the material behavior under shear loading and to use this information to 

predict crack initiation and crack propagation within screw cap material while opening.    

The objective of performing these experiments is to determine material modal of the 

materials for using in ABAQUS and certain material properties governing fracture initiation 

and fracture propagation. These material modals were further used to validate physical results 

with the virtual simulation in ABAQUS. After successful validation, it was possible to use 

the data for the calibration of continuum and fracture material parameters.  

3.2 Physical Test cases 
Experiments have been performed on two shapes of specimen, tensile test with dog bone 

shape and specially design shear specimen for shear experiments. For finding fracture 

parameters, dog bone test specimen was further tested under tensile loading by introducing 

1mm and 2mm centered crack. 

Two materials, Poly Propylene and High Density Poly Ethylene have been used to prepare 

the specimen. Ductile behavior and significant work hardening of HDPE during plastic 

deformation have enabled the development of stable necking [20]. Due to this large 

deformation in HDPE, fracture toughness of the material is almost impossible to measure 

using the conventional methods such as J-integral[21]. So the test cases have been designed 

to quantify the fracture toughness of both HDPE and PP. 

 

The test cases can be seen in the following table; 
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Table 3.1: Test cases of physical experiments for both Poly Propylene and High Density 

Poly Ethylene 

Test Case  

Poly Propylene 

(PP) 

High Density Poly 

Ethylene (HDPE) 

Dog bone shape without crack     

Dog bone shape with 1mm crack 

centered  

    

Dog bone shape with 2mm crack 

centered  

    

Shear specimen without crack     

 

3.3 Specimen preparation 
ASTM standard was followed for the design and preparation of test specimen for both tensile 

and shear cases. 

Dogbone shape for tensile testing was prepared from HDPE and PP plates by water jet 

cutting machine as well as by hand with the help of scissors. To make water jet cut, ASTM 

standard dimension of specimens has been drawn with the help of Auto Desk Inventor and 

DFX which were used as input to water jet cutting machine. 

For handmade specimen, exact dimensions were drawn on the main lasania material plates 

and carefully cut with the help of scissors. 

Finally scissors cut specimen were used to extract tensile material properties. The entire shear 

specimens have been cut with help of water jet (see figure 3.1) 
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Figure 3.1: Water jet cutting machine has been used to prepare the specimen for 

better accuracy and precision 

Following two figures demonstrate dog bone specimen design and dimension as per standard 

of ASTM. (See figure 3.2 and 3.3) 

 

Figure 3.2: Standard dog bone specimen shape [22] 
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Figure 3.3: Standard  dog bone specimen dimension[22] 

 

By using above standard dimension, both test specimen were drawn and used for water jet 

cut. The drawing and the final prepared specimen after cutting has been shown. (See figure 

3.4 and 3.5) 

 

Figure 3.4: Drawing and Physical Instance of a dog bone shape specimen for tensile 

tests 
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Figure 3.5: Drawing and Physical Instance of especially design specimen for shear 

experiments 

 

3.4 Experimental Method: 
MTS Qtest 100 Tensile machine with 2KN load cell has been used to perform experiments on 

both tensile and shear specimen. Most of these experiments have been performed at Blekinge 

Institute of Technology, Research laboratory.  

MTS has a pair of pneumatic grippers, used to clamp the specimen ends, where the lower 

gripper stays stationary and upper one moves with steady speed resulting displacement on the 

cross head. Pneumatic gripper has been used to clamp the material to avoid slipping. MTS 

tensile machine was further connected with a computer to collect test data as well as to 

control test variable by using Test Works software already installed on the computer. (See 

figure 3.6) 

Data acquisition rate have been fixed to be 10samples/minute while test speed was fixed to be 

10mm/min. 
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Figure 3.6: MTS Qtest 100 Machine used for tensile testing at BTH Research 

Laboratory 

 

3.5 Test Results and Discussion: 

3.5.1 Tensile Testing 

Failure behavior in HDPE and PP are different in Machine direction and Cross direction. 

Where for both of the materials material failed with very little extension in cross direction. 

This indicated low ductility in this direction. (See figure 3.7) 
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Figure 3.7: Behavior of PP and HDPE material specimen prepared by water jet 

under tensile loading 

 

For loading along machine direction larger elongation have been observed before fracture. 

The results of the experiments presented here are from failure in MD. Later Numerical 

simulation was on MD as well.  
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Figure 3.8: Behavior of PP and HDPE handmade material specimen under tensile 

loading 

Behavior of the deformation under tension can be seen in the video link provided in 

Appendix B. 

Elastic limit for these materials are very narrow, so tensile test in 1mm test speed and high 

data acquisition rate i.e. 200 samples/min have been used to capture  modulus. 

Table 3.2: Young's modulus 

 modulus (MPa) 

HDPE 907 

PP 1292 

 

Test Results for PP 

In figure 3.9, test results have been plotted for three different cases for Polypropylene.  The 

graph shows result comparison between continuum material and specimen with 1mm and 

2mm centered crack.  
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Figure 3.9: Force VS Extension comparison between cracked and continuum 

specimens of PP under tensile loading at test speed 10mm/min 

Test Results for HDPE 

 

Figure 3.10: Force VS Extension comparison for HDPE material at test speed 

10mm/min 
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Table 3.3: Comparison of Maximum Force (N) and Maximum Extension (mm) for all 

three test cases between PP and HDPE under Tensile loading 

Test Case Maximum Force (N) Maximum Extension (mm) 

HDPE PP HDPE PP 

Without crack 75 135 137 129 

2a=1mm centered 

crack 

62 104 3.9 4 

2a=2mm centered 

crack 

55 92.5 3.3 4.3 

 

Table 3.4:  Modified Strip Yield Model stress intensity factor and Energy release rate 

value for both PP and HDPE 

Stress Intensity Factor 

( ) 
HDPE[MPa ] PP[MPa ] 

0.6411-0.7373 0.96147-1.217787 

Energy Release Rate HDPE [ ] PP [ ] 

599.35 1634.83 

 

3.5.2 Shear Testing 

The specimen shape that has been used for shear testing can be simplified as an iosipescu 

notched test 

 

Figure 3.11: Simplified Iosipescu test setup [23] 
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Stress could be found by taking the cross-sectional area between the notch tips into account. 

For finding strain relatively complicated method needed to be used. The specimen around the 

crack tip was painted with some point mark. And relative distance between the points has 

been measured by pausing the test after instant interval of applied force. 

 

Figure 3.12: Measurement technique of strain [23] 

 

From the test result strain could be found using the following set of formula.  
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Here, x and y are distance between two neighboring points, x and y indicates horizontal 

and vertical directions and u is displacement in x direction and v is displacement in y 

direction. 

Table 3.5: Shear modulus 

Shear modulus (MPa) 

HDPE 491 

PP 977 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Force VS Extension for two different tests of PP under shear loading 

 

Figure 3.20: Force VS Extension for two different tests of HDPE under shear loading 
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of Force VS Extension for both HDPE and PP under shear 

loading 

 

Table 3.6: Comparison of Maximum Force (N) and Maximum extension (mm) between 

HDPE and PP under Shear Loading 

Test Case Maximum Force (N) Maximum Extension (mm) 

HDPE PP HDPE PP 

Shear test 12.5 29.5 3 9 

 

3.6 screw cap opening 
The required torque for opening of HDPE screw cap VS time was measured by toque testing 

machine. A full bottle containing the product was held rigidly at the bottom when the cap was 

twisted by application of moment. At the onset of torque application there has been some 

slippage, but for comparing with the numerical result that part has been skipped. 
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Figure 3.15: Torque VS time plot for screw cap opening 

 

3.6.1 Measurement of joints 

 

Joints of the screw cap were very small and it required an assistance of electronic microscope 

to measure it correctly.  

 

Figure 3.16: Base of the joint (Taken at BTH lab) 
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Figure 3.17: Joint after fracture (Taken at BTH lab) 

 

While the screw cap was under the microscope it was possible to measure the width, breadth 

and height of a joint with the help of a height measuring scale. The magnification helped to 

narrow the margin of error. 

After several measurements the average has been documented as,    

Length: 1.25 mm 

Width: 0.5 mm 

Breadth: 0.7 mm  

Number of joints: 8 

Maximum distance between two joints (Diameter of the cap): 41 mm 

Joints are equidistant. 
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Chapter 4 Numerical Test 
 

To perform numerical test, Finite Element Simulation Computer Aided Design software 

Abaqus 6.10 have been used. This represented experimental test in virtual environment. For 

numerical behavior test of any material the material should be modeled first. From the 

experimental test, elastic, plastic and damage behavior of the material have been estimated 

for the behavior of the material under tensile and shear loading. These properties have been 

used to model the materials both PP and HDPE. 3D solid element was used to model tensile 

and shear test specimen. Key properties used were; 

 Modeling space: three dimensional 

 Type: Deformable 

 Base feature: Solid 

 Abaqus explicit 

 Non linear behavior of the material  

 Consistency of unit  

Abaqus CAE does not have any fixed units of parameters rather units are user defined. 

Convenient set of units are used by the user. Never the less the unit should be consistent. 

The set of units used in the simulation can be found in table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Set of consistent units to be used for the simulation in Abaqus 

Parameter Unit 

Length mm 

Weight g 

Density g/mm3 

Force N 

Stress MPa 

Energy N-mm 

Time Ms 
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4.1 Definition of material properties: 
Density: The material was weighted [g] and the dimension of the specimen was measured 

[mm]. 

To find density,  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Stress Strain diagram for mild steel to determine material parameters 

for the tests specimen 

  

 This is elastic property of the material can be calculated using the 

formula,  

 

2 1
3 

0 
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For ductile material stress versus strain curve shows a straight line up-to elastic limit. In the 

figure 5.1, this region is represented by the line from point 0 to point 1. 

As Abaqus takes true stress and true strain values as input and from the experimental force 

versus elongation data true stress versus true strain curve has been plotted. Slope of the line 

0-1 represent  modulus (see figure 5.1). 

Formula used to convert force and displacement stress and strain was, 

 

 

 

The values obtained are nominal stress and strain.  

Formula used to convert it to true stress and strain 

 

 

 Ratio: Standard  ratio was used for PP and HDPE 

Plasticity: Plastic behavior of the simulation is governed by the test obtained plasticity data. 

This is a set of True Stress and true strain data from the region 1-2 in the figure. This data 

was refined further by the formula 

 

Strain Rate: Depends on rate of extension and calculated by finding strain per ms 

Fracture at strain: The logarithmic strain where the specimen breaks which is obtained 

from true stress vs strain plot 

Damage Evolution: Displacement has been considered as the parameter of damage 

evolution. It depends on the effective element length (Le) and for linear element used Le  is 

equal to the length of the element.   
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Element shape Dependency: For solid specimen element shape can be hexahedron or 

tetrahedron. For both element convergence of the force versus displacement have been 

compared for different element size for example 120 micron and 240 micron. Detail in 

appendix 

Element Size Dependency: During FEA simulation, accuracy of the output data increases 

with the reduction of element size. But to be practical, results for changing element size were 

compared as in figure. It was seen for element size--- and - result variation is negligible. For 

saving simulation time, greater element size between these two has been used. Detail in 

appendix. 

 

Figure 4.2: Final Meshing used for tensile specimen with crack 
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Figure 4.3: Final Meshing used for tensile specimen with crack 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Final Meshing used for Shear specimen 

Time dependency: Run time for the change in displacement has a significant role in Abaqus 

explicit[7]. It determines strain rate, inertia and effective Youngs Modolus. 5ms, 10ms and 50 

ms has been tested as run time. Finally simulation time of 50ms was chosen for its close 

resemblance with experimental test. 

Comparative contribution of material properties: In simulation Material parameters was 

tested individually to find their contribution form/change numerical result. This relative test 

has sorted out the more dominant properties of the material. For this purpose each of the 
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properties was changed individually while other properties keeping constant and force versus 

elongation plot was compared with the standard plot. 

Eventually those properties were emphasized to test in higher accuracy and final tuning of 

material design. The table shows the results of comparison in a scale very low, low, 

moderate, high and very high when actual material properties are increased or decreased as 

. 

 

Table 4.2: Results comparison in a scale from very low to very high when actual 

properties are increased or decreased. 

Property Change Effect 

Elasticity 100% increase Very high 

 ratio 25% decrease Low 

Density 50% increase Moderate 

Strain rate 100% increase Very low 

Stress Triaxiality 100% increase Very low 

Fracture strain 100% increase High 

Displacement at failure 100% increase Very low 

 

Comparative plots have been attached in the Appendix 

 

4.2 Material properties and results: 

4.2.1 High Density Poly Ethylene   

Elastic:  modulus (E) for HDPE has been 907 MPa and poisons ratio has been used 

as 0.42 

Mass Density: Density used was 0.00094  g/mm3  

Plastic: Plasticity data for HDEP as obtained from experiment shown in a table in appendix 

c: 

Damage 
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Damage initiation: 

For ductile damage 

Table 4.3: Damage initiation properties for ductile damage HDPE 

Fracture strain Stress Triaxiality Strain rate 

1.48 -5 3.1273E-005 

1.48 5 3.1273E-005 

 

For Shear damage 

Table 4.4: Damage initiation properties for shear damage 

Fracture strain Shear Stress ratio Strain rate 

1.2 5 1E-006 

 

Damage evolution: 

Displacement was used as type of damage evolution. Used displacement at failure for ductile 

and shear damage were 0.0001 mm. 

 

Figure 4.5: Force VS extension comparison for HDPE without crack during tensile 

test. 
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Figure 4.6: : Force VS extension comparison for HDPE with 2a=1mm centered crack 

during tensile test. 

 

Figure 4.7: Force VS extension comparison for HDPE with 2a=2mm centered crack 

during tensile test. 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of experimental and numerical shear test result for HDPE 

 

4.2.2 Poly Propylene 

Specimen Dimensions and Material properties: 

Elastic:  modulus (E) for PP has been 1292 MPa and poisons ratio has been used as 

0.45 

Mass Density: Density used was 0.0009  g/mm3  

Plastic: Plasticity data for PP as obtained from experiment shown in a table in appendix c: 

Damage 

Damage initiation: 

For ductile damage 

Table 4.5: Damage initiation properties for ductile damage for PP 

Fracture strain Stress Triaxiality Strain rate 

1.4891 -5 1.55E-06 

1.4891 5 1.55E-06 

 

For shear damage 
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Table 4.6: Damage initiation properties for shear damage for PP 

Fracture strain Shear Stress ratio Strain rate 

1.15 5 1E-006 

 

Damage evolution: Displacement was used as type of damage evolution. Used 

displacements at failure were 0.0001 mm for ductile and shear failure. 

 

Figure 4.9: Force VS extension comparison for PP without crack during tensile test. 
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Figure 4.10: Force VS extension comparison for PP with 2a=1mm centered crack 

during tensile test. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Force VS extension comparison for PP with 2a=2mm centered crack 

during tensile test. 
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of experimental and numerical shear test result for PP 

 

4.3 Study of screw cap: 
 

 

Figure 4.13: Stress distribution of one HDPE joint at onset of failure 
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Figure 4.14: Stress distribution of one PP joint at onset of failure 

 

Multiplying by the radius of the cap, which is  0.0205 m we got the torque for one joint and 

for the whole cap it has been further multiplied by 8 which gave peak torque value 0.9 Nm. 

Compared to the experimental result which has been a close match. 

 
Figure 4.15; Time vs torque curve comparison of numerical and physical test of the 

whole cap (HDPE) 

Here the step represented random failure of different joint which leads to step wise drop in 

required torque. In numerical result symmetry was prefect and as a result all the joints failed 

simultaneously which was seen by the sudden drop in the torque.  
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Figure 4.16: Numerical Time vs torque curve comparison between HDPE and PP for 

the whole cap 

 

This comparison shows the toughness of PP screw cap over HDPE in terms of required 

torque for opening cap of same dimension  
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Chapter 5  Results and Conclusion 
 

During the project, both tensile and shear experiments were conducted which were further 

used to obtain material model for both PP and HDPE by using ABAQUS simulation 

software. Following results can be concluded from the thesis project; 

1. In case of continuum material, numerical and experimental results show a very close 

match whereas for 1mm and 2mm crack it has some deviation 

2. In the shear testing of the material, experiments were done only for continuum and 

results were convergent. 

3. Both of the results (tensile & shear) were further combined to get numerical models 

those can describe the behavior of PP and HDPE. 

4. During the experiment, it has been observed that PP is more ductile and resistant then 

HDPE. 

5. Fracture toughness of PP is almost double of HDPE. 

6. PP is more resistant to propagation of crack as it has a higher energy release rate. 

7. It has been further observed that both of the materials are less ductile in cross 

direction compared to machine direction. 

8. One of the eight joints that hold the cap with the bottle has been modeled to justify the 

use of numerical solution in contrast of practical use. This result was converted to 

torque required for opening the full cap with eight joints and compared with the 

torque curve of experiment result. The result showed that the numerical simulation 

could be used for measuring torque curve of different dimension of screw cap of PP 

and HDPE with 5-10% error. This technique of simulation is applicable in other 

appliance made of these materials. 

9. Further in the fracture study, fracture toughness and energy release rate have been 

calculated by using experimental results; which were marginally different for 1mm 

and 2mm centered crack. Increasing crack size showed increased fracture toughness 

for both PP and HDPE.  
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Further Work 
 

Tensile and shear behavior of HDPE and PP were studied and modeled in Abaqus. Later a 

combined material model has been constructed in numerical simulation environment which 

can represent practical failure in a mixed mode of tensile and shear. This can reduce the 

necessity of physical testing of any appliances made of these two materials rather one can 

rely on simulation behavior on different conditions of applied force. This method of 

simulation can be useful for modeling wide range of other materials. Screw cap of packaging 

bottles of HDPE and PP were studied during opening and compared with respective 

experimental results and with each other later as a means of validation. 

1. Stress Intensity Factors were calculated from the experimental result, for HDPE it 

ranged between 0.6411-0.7373 MPa   and for PP the range was 0.96147-1.217787 

MPa .  

2. These results gave an insight that stress state at the crack tip for PP is more prone to 

failure than HDPE. 

3. Calculated Energy release rate for HDPE was 599.35  and for PP, 1634.83  

which provided the opportunity to conclude that PP is tougher against crack 

propagation. 

4. The technique used for determining shear stress using tensile testing showed moderate 

resemblance with pure shear stress failure situation. One can work on geometry of the 

specimen to match these two results closer.  

5. The material mother sheet used to cut specimen were molded from the centre of the 

dice which gave a uniform material orientation. Similar work can be done in material 

with pure machine and cross direction of material orientation.  

6. Furthermore, specimen for this thesis work was cut by water-jet without any abrasive 

in water. Sharp punch of the specimen model shape can be used to cut more 

economically and results can be compared.    

7. A proposed method for measuring shear strain can be used to measure actual strain in 

the notched shear specimen.  

8. With increase in computer computation power in future more dense mesh could be 

used for simulation. Application of obtained result in more practical appliance can 
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validate the result further. Material model and fracture parameters can be found for 

mode III failure.  

9. Form the experience of using water jet cut specimen, it is suggested that alternative 

method for cutting the specimen should be used as water jet cut results microscopic in 

the specimen cracks around its area of operation. Use of mold or cutting with a sharp 

dice of punch is suggested.  

 Fracture study can be done using the theory of Essential Work of Fracture as it is more 

advanced as well as simple approach to fracture. 
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Appendix  
 

Appendix A:  A survey of Opening solutions of food packages available in 

Market 
 

At the initial stage of this thesis project, a survey was conducted to see how many opening 

solutions are present currently in the market, and to choose a popular opening solution. 

Finally screw cap opening was selected as the topic of the study due to its popularity and also 

for the reason that not enough research work was done in this mode of failure prior to our 

study. 

According to our knowledge, it has been found that there are currently six opening solutions 

available. 

The classes are given below;  
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Appendix B: Experimental test Videos: 
Experimentation on HDPE dogbone specimen: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Kwau5l7AeM 

Experimentation on PP dogbone specimen: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cH1X2FnYEq8&feature=youtu.be 

Appendix C: Experimental results: 

 

Tensile Test result for finding elastic parameter of HDPE 
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Tensile Test result for finding elastic parameter of PP 

Tests have been performed at two different test speeds of 10mm/min and 50 mm/min. For 

calculation 10 mm/min test results have been chosen because of its convergence nature. 

 

 

 

 

Test Results for PP 
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Force VS extension for three different tests of continuum PP under tensile loading at 

test speed 50mm/min 

 
Force VS extension for three different tests of continuum PP under tensile loading at 

test speed 10mm/min 

 

Force VS Extension for three different tests of PP with 2a=1mm centered crack at test 

speed 10mm/min 
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Force VS Extension for three different tests of PP with 2a=2mm centered crack under 

tensile loading at test speed 10mm/min 

Test Results for HDPE

 

Force VS extension for three different tests of continuum HDPE under tensile loading at 

test speed 50mm/min 

Rest of the results for HDPE are at a test speed of 50 mm/min 
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Force VS Extension for three different tests of continuum HDPE under Tensile loading 

at test speed 10mm/min 

 

Force VS Extension for three different tests of HDPE with 2a=1mm crack under Tensile 

loading at test speed 10mm/min 
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Force VS Extension for three different tests of HDPE for 2a=2mm centered under 

Tensile loading at test speed 10mm/min 

 

Appendix D:  simulation results: 
Tensile test of HDPE 
 

 

Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 12 direction 
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22 from side view on damage onset and front view of 22 immediately after damage 

 

 

 

Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 12 direction for 1mm crack 
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22  from side view on damage onset and front view of 22 immediately after damage 

 

 

Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 12 direction for 2mm crack 
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22 from side view on damage onset and front view of 22 immediately after damage 

Shear in HDPE 

 

 

Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 12 direction 
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Side view and view after fracture Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 

12 direction 

Tensile test of PP 

 

Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 12 direction 
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22 from side view on damage onset and front view of 22 immediately after damage 

 

 

Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 12 direction for 1mm crack 
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 22 from side view on damage onset and front view of 22 immediately after damage 

 

 

 Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 12 direction for 2mm crack 
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 22 from side view on damage onset and front view of 22 immediately after damage 

Shear in PP 

 

 

 

Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 12 direction 
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 Side view and view after fracture Stress distribution at the onset of damage at 11, 22 , 

12 direction 

 

Appendix E: Material Modeling in Abaqus: 
 

Material Modeling: 

Elastic: General property i.e. density and Elastic properties like  Modulus 

have been used mentioned previously. 

 

Damage modeling:    
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Interaction: 

 

 

Step and output request: 
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Boundary conditions: 
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Meshing: 
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Amplituse of Boundary condition and time point: 

 

 

Optimization of Meshing: 

 

Number of plies 
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Plasticity Data of HDPE obtained by experiments  

Yield stress Plastic Strain Temperature 

16 0 20 

19.0815 0.0993 20 

18.2403 0.2421 20 

20.3453 0.3626 20 

22.7983 0.462 20 

25.8413 0.5486 20 

27.9504 0.6299 20 

31.1749 0.6998 20 

34.2856 0.7639 20 

36.3921 0.8263 20 

39.8211 0.8793 20 

42.8106 0.9298 20 

45.7992 0.9767 20 

48.8124 1.0204 20 

51.1957 1.0636 20 

54.6942 1.1 20 

58.7697 1.1319 20 

61.3127 1.1674 20 

65.0782 1.1965 20 

69.4609 1.2214 20 

72.217 1.2508 20 
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76.2373 1.2739 20 

80.8109 1.2936 20 

84.2672 1.3162 20 

89.0542 1.3325 20 

92.0187 1.3546 20 

96.4867 1.37 20 

100.9718 1.3843 20 

103.9185 1.4034 20 

107.5979 1.4189 20 

112.3051 1.4297 20 

111.9729 1.4568 20 

Plasticity data of PP obtained from experiments 

Yield stress Plastic Strain Temperature 

30 0 20 

36.8411 0.1058 20 

34.7954 0.2493 20 

39.6555 0.364 20 

46.1465 0.4625 20 

52.3159 0.5507 20 

57.4285 0.6319 20 

63.0398 0.7048 20 

68.9556 0.771 20 

73.6242 0.8338 20 

78.5889 0.8915 20 

83.3392 0.9455 20 

88.3621 0.9954 20 

94.0682 1.0409 20 

98.2322 1.0862 20 

104.9016 1.1246 20 

113.321 1.1578 20 

120.5546 1.1908 20 

128.7806 1.2202 20 
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137.9134 1.2463 20 

145.207 1.2738 20 

154.6209 1.2963 20 

162.0397 1.3207 20 

171.2117 1.3408 20 

182.3772 1.3564 20 

187.5803 1.3808 20 

195.7877 1.3992 20 

204.1323 1.4163 20 

209.5141 1.4374 20 

216.8996 1.4543 20 

225.2195 1.4688 20 

230.7087 1.4873 20 
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